
Home learning – Monday 11th January 2021 

Good morning everyone, I hope you had a nice weekend and were able to get outside for a play or a 

walk. It has been so cold, so I had to make sure I had my hat and gloves on when I went out. 

Morning task: 

Reception children 

 Using your phoneme cards (these are in your packs), say each phoneme and do the actions.  

 Write each phoneme on your whiteboard – remember to try to sit them on the line and 

leave a space in-between each one. 

 Start with the lowest number word bag word list you have been given (you will be using 

these this week) say each phoneme and then blend to read eg h I d = hid, g oa t = goat ( I 

have attached a video to model this). 

Year 1: 

 Look at the spelling list for this week (i_e) and try to read each word. Watch the video clip of 

how to write, spell and read these words. Write each word and read it. Remember those 

lead on and off lines and join if you can. 

Maths: 

Reception:  

 Exploring the concept of zero – revision form last week. Once resources are gathered for this 

lesson, the children should be able to’ watch and do’ independently if necessary. Exploring 

the concept of zero (thenational.academy) 

Year 1: 

 To find half and double of an amount of money – children have learnt about double and half 

before but may need some support at 11m 30s when there is a task involving notes (£5) to 

help them count. The task, which begins at 14m 55s may also need some support just to get 

them going.  

  To find double and half of an amount of money (thenational.academy)  

 

You do not need to submit work to Oak academy but please post it onto the PM learning platform 

so I can see how you get on and provide any feedback to help you. 

 

English:  

 Watch the Video clip: Katie in London:  

 Imagine you are flying over London – using small world (building blocks, Lego etc.) & a 

cuddly toy – Imagine you are flying over the top. What you can see? Tell your toy, a sibling, 

or an adult. 

 Listen to St Pauls Cathedral page (video clip) 

 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/exploring-the-concept-of-zero-6wv6ad
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/exploring-the-concept-of-zero-6wv6ad
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-find-double-and-half-of-an-amount-of-money-cdj3jd?activity=video&step=1


Topic: 

 Use the maps of The United Kingdom in your pack to find the 4 countries (Scotland, England, 

Wales and Northern Ireland). Talk about where they are, where you live, if you have visited 

these places if you know anyone who lives there.  

 Name and locate Capital cities: 

 Definition - The capital city, often called the capital, is the one from where the government 

of a country functions. All prominent offices like parliament or the highest court of justice are 

situated in the capital. All leaders and officials work in the capital city. Thus, capital city has 

homes of all the important leaders. 

 Find out the names and location of each capital city – look at pictures and see what you can 

find out (what you find interesting). 

 I have uploaded a map which can be labelled and put it on Home learning page. 

 

 

Have a good day – see you tomorrow 

Miss Blake  


